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OTI Venezuela: Strategy Update - October 2003I.	OverviewThe OTl Venezuela program was initiated in mid-2002 in response to heightened political tensions within one of Latin America’s longest standing democracies. Tensions between the government and a growing opposition led to numerous marches and demonstrations, some of which turned violent during 200 1-2002. Friction was primarily the result of perceived threats to the democratic institutions of the country. The source of the perceived threat by the opposition was the country’s twice freely and fairly elected president, Hugo Chavez and his policies. In opposition to President Chavez were elements drawn from civil society organizations, labor unions, opposition political parties, senior elements of the military, the Catholic Church, the private sector and others. Supporting the President was a core element of largely poorer people estimated at approximately 25-35 percent of the population. In April 2002, prior to the onset of the OTI program (but following the initial program assessment), an abortive coup took place.The principal U.S. objective in Venezuela is a peaceful, constitutional and electoral solution to the current crisis. In direct support of this objective, the OTI/Venezuela program has emphasized support for a peaceful reconciliation of the country’s problems, conflict resolution and strengthening of institutional processes. To date, approximately 66 grants have been funded totaling more than $2 million during the first year.Under the Venezuelan Constitution approved by popular vote during the Chavez presidency in 2000, a president may be subjected to a recall referendum at any time during the second half of his Administration so long as the appropriate number of signatures are collected. The Chavez government and the opposition signed an agreement on May 29, agreeing to follow the constitution and hold a recall referendum so long as the opposition collects the necessary signatures, or 20% of registered voters. The recall process can begin on August 19, the mid-point in President Chavez’ term.II.	A Strategic Re-ShapingThe advent of a recall referendum (revocatorio in Spanish) has led OTI to update and revise its initial strategy. The overarching strategic objective of the program remains unchanged; that is, supporting the continuation of stable, free market-oriented democracy in Venezuela. The most immediate program objective, however, is the realization of a successful referendum, followed by the restoration of stable democratic governance.The revised strategy has two distinct, but closely interrelated components. The first of these is the facilitation of a successful and legitimate recall referendum process to ensure the broadest possible acceptance that the outcome is fair. The second component is support for fostering an inclusive reconciliation process. This strategic update also offers some considerations regarding OTI phase-out/handover in Venezuela.A.	Facilitation of a Successful and Legitimate Recall Referendum ProcessA successful referendum process is the most important means to restore Venezuela to democratic stability. Therefore, it is strategically imperative to focus OTT resources and attention on facilitating the best possible accomplishment of this endeavor.The run-up to the referendum has been marked by nearly non-stop conflict and confrontation. It is apparent, despite the many efforts of Venezuelans and the international community (e.g. the Organization of American States, the United Nations, the Carter Center, OTI), that this uneasy environment also will characterize the referendum process. Thus, it is important that OTT (and others in the international donor community) help to tacilitate a transparent and credible referendum process.In support of a transparent electoral process, OTI will focus on six components:I)	Public information campaign regard ing tile referendum process. The purpose of this assistance, which includes civic and voter education, will be to help the population better understand the procedure and what is at stake, as well as to refute the inevitable flow of rumor and misinformation. It also will encourage broad participation and, at a minimum, urge maximum voter turnout. It is anticipated that much of this work would be managed through OTI’s contractor, DAT, and financed with $750,000 OTI previously obligated.2)	International monitoring, facilitation and observation of the referendum process. Given the political volatility of Venezuela for more than a year, it is reasonable to anticipate the great risk for conflict and malfeasance in the petition process that will lead into any referendum. The presence of international observers would seek to minimize fraud and intimidation - by all parties. Several organizations, including the OAS, Carter Center, and CAPEL have the capacity and credibility to undertake this responsibility. ESF resources will support this endeavor, as well as the


